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About This Game

Time in Time

Time in Time is a side scroller puzzle-platformer game where you control platforms and other functionals with timers. Each
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Title: Time in Time
Genre: Indie, Strategy
Developer:
ErayTek
Publisher:
ErayTek
Release Date: 3 May, 2017

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP SP2+/Vista/7/8/10

Processor: 2.0 GHz Dual/Quad Core

Memory: 2 GB RAM
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double jump so so so so so so so sooooooooooooooooooooo anti-human . I
jumppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppp WTF? but ok
nvm , I jumppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppp. 10 min later . ok my space bar broken.. Great and original
platformer. Some people don't like the controls, but they are fine in my opinion. The game has good graphics, an easy to use
level editor and even a shader editor! This is a fantastic game for the price.. Well, Indie.Check Nice value on STC.Check Full
controller support.Check Eye strain because of lame graphics.Check Difficulty.Eh Fun.Sure Workshop.Cool&Promosing
Conclusion, Satisfy your need to kill some time when you are handling some other work and have some spare time.. I actualy
got this game from a coopon for 30 cents and im prety satisfied. Pros: - Really cool looking. - Colors and animations on the
background match together so well. - workshop included. - 30 basic levels that are unique.. Great and original platformer. Some
people don't like the controls, but they are fine in my opinion. The game has good graphics, an easy to use level editor and even
a shader editor! This is a fantastic game for the price.. double jump so so so so so so so sooooooooooooooooooooo anti-human .
I jumppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppp WTF? but
ok nvm , I jumppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppp. 10 min later . ok my space bar broken.. increase the
resolution and add more levels and it would be worth my time to play. It's clever, but there is to much light pulsing on the
screen, it gives an immidiate headache. You can't turn it off in the options because the menu is broken. I don't know what these
guys where thinking about. It's like playing the rainbow road on Mario kart, but the entire game all the time.. It's clever, but
there is to much light pulsing on the screen, it gives an immidiate headache. You can't turn it off in the options because the
menu is broken. I don't know what these guys where thinking about. It's like playing the rainbow road on Mario kart, but the
entire game all the time.
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